**DISINFECTANT/CLEANER DIRECTIONS:**

1. **CLEANING PROCEDURE:**
   - For mold and mildew control:
     - At 1 oz. per gallon of water, this product will effectively inhibit the growth of mold and mildew and the odors caused by mold and mildew.
   - For fungicidal activity:
     - At 1 oz. per gallon of water, this product will effectively inhibit the growth of mold and mildew and the odors caused by mold and mildew.
   - For virucidal activity:
     - This product is an economical concentrate that provides a 10-minute virucidal effect on a wide variety of substrates.

2. **PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS**
   - **Hazard Class:**
     - DISINFECTANT CLEANER
     - Flammable
   - **Frequency of Application:**
     - For mold and mildew control:
       - At 1 oz. per gallon of water.
     - For fungicidal activity:
       - At 1 oz. per gallon of water.
     - For virucidal activity:
       - At 1 oz. per gallon of water.
   - **Precautions for Use:**
     - Use only in accordance with the instructions on the label and in this box.
     - Store in a cool, dry place.
     - Keep out of reach of children.
     - Do not contaminate water, food, or feed by storage or disposal.
     - Avoid contact with skin, eyes, or clothing.
     - Wash hands before eating, drinking, using the toilet, or touching animals.

3. **ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS:**
   - **Toxicological Properties:**
     - Flammable.
     - Corrosive.
     - Causes irreversible eye damage and skin burns.
   - **Disposal of Wastes:**
     - Pesticide Disposal:
       - Do not contaminate water, food, or feed by storage or disposal.
     - Pesticide Storage:
       - Do not contaminate water, food, or feed by storage or disposal.
   - **Transportation:**
     - Do not transport contaminated containers.
     - Do not transport containers in contact with food or food products.
     - Do not transport containers in contact with feed or feed products.
   - **Proper Disposal:**
     - Disposal of waste: Dispose in the manner prescribed by state and local authorities.
   - **Special Instructions:**
     - Do not contaminate water, food, or feed by storage or disposal.

4. **SAFETY DATA SHEET:**
   - See SDS # MS0800564

**ACTIVE INGREDIENTS:**

- Alkyl (C14, 50%; C12, 40%; C16, 10%) Didecyl dimethyl ammonium chloride ..........0.684%
- Octyl decyl dimethyl ammonium chloride ....1.140%
- Dioctyl dimethyl ammonium chloride...........0.456%

**OTHER INGREDIENTS:**

- Surfactant ...68.464%
- Water ........99.316%

**總淨含量:**

1.14 U.S. QL / 1.4 L

**PRODUCER:**

Diversey, Inc.

**ADDRESSES:**

PO Box 19747, Charlotte, NC 28219-0747

**WEB 15.25"**

**UPC Code:** UPC A

**EPA Reg. No.: 6836-73-70627EPA Est. No.: 0312-WI-3 [NW]; 13938-CAN-1 [LD] Lot code letters indicate establishment number.

**Revision History:**
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**PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS**

**HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS**

DISINFECTANT/CLEANER DIRECTIONS:
- Mix 1-2 oz. of this product per gallon of water to clean and deodorize surfaces. Apply using a cloth, mop, sponge or sprayer. Brush or swab thoroughly, allow to stand for 10 minutes and flush.

MOLD AND MILDEW CONTROL DIRECTIONS:
- Apply a 1-2 oz. per gallon use-solution to exposed surfaces. After thorough wetting of surfaces, allow to remain wet for 10 minutes. Wipe thoroughly with a cloth, mop, brush, sponge or sprayer. Allow to remain wet for an additional 10 minutes. Wipe and flush.

**REACTIVATION/STORAGE:**
- This product must be stored in a manner consistent with its labeling. It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.

**DISPOSAL OF INFECTIOUS MATERIAL:**
- Blood, body fluids, secretion/secretions or excretions contaminated with blood or body fluids, and in which the surfaces/objects are likely to be soiled with blood or body fluids, and in which the surfaces/objects are likely to be soiled with blood or body fluids, and in which the likelihood of soiling of inanimate surfaces/objects associated with the potential for transmission of Human Immunodeficiency Virus, Hepatitis B virus (HBV), and Hepatitis C virus (HCV) is present, must be decontaminated.

**SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR CLEANING AND DISINFECTING ENVIRONMENTAL SURFACES/OBJECTS PREVIOUSLY SOILED WITH BLOOD/BODY FLUIDS**

**CONTACT TIME:**
- 10 minutes

**SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR CLEANING AND DISINFECTING ENVIRONMENTAL SURFACES/OBJECTS ASSOCIATED WITH THE POTENTIAL FOR TRANSMISSION OF HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS (HIV), HEPATITIS B VIRUS (HBV), OR HEPATITIS C VIRUS (HCV):**

**DISINFECTANT/CLEANER DIRECTIONS:**
- Apply a 1-2 oz. per gallon use-solution to exposed surfaces. After thorough wetting of surfaces, allow to remain wet for 10 minutes. Wipe thoroughly with a cloth, mop, brush, sponge or sprayer. Allow to remain wet for an additional 10 minutes. Wipe and flush.

**HIV-1 (AIDS virus)**
- This product is an economical concentrate that is effective against a broad spectrum of bacteria, is virucidal* (including HIV-1, the AIDS virus), is effective against fungi (including Trichophyton mentagrophytes, the athlete’s foot fungus) and is effective against Trichophyton violaceum, a dermatophyte fungus.

**Herpes Simplex Virus Type 1 and 2**
- This product is an economical concentrate that is effective against a broad spectrum of bacteria, is virucidal* (including Herpes Simplex Virus types 1 and 2), and is effective against fungi (including Trichophyton mentagrophytes, the athlete’s foot fungus).

**Hepatitis B Virus (HBV)**
- This product is an economical concentrate that is effective against a broad spectrum of bacteria, is virucidal* (including Hepatitis B virus (HBV)), and is effective against fungi (including Trichophyton mentagrophytes, the athlete’s foot fungus).

**Hepatitis C Virus (HCV)**
- This product is an economical concentrate that is effective against a broad spectrum of bacteria, is virucidal* (including Hepatitis C virus (HCV)), and is effective against fungi (including Trichophyton mentagrophytes, the athlete’s foot fungus).

**REACTIVATION/STORAGE:**
- This product must be stored in a manner consistent with its labeling. It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.

**DISPOSAL OF INFECTIOUS MATERIAL:**
- Blood, body fluids, secretion/secretions or excretions contaminated with blood or body fluids, and in which the surfaces/objects are likely to be soiled with blood or body fluids, and in which the likelihood of soiling of inanimate surfaces/objects associated with the potential for transmission of Human Immunodeficiency Virus, Hepatitis B virus (HBV), and Hepatitis C virus (HCV) is present, must be decontaminated.

**SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR CLEANING AND DISINFECTING ENVIRONMENTAL SURFACES/OBJECTS ASSOCIATED WITH THE POTENTIAL FOR TRANSMISSION OF HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS (HIV), HEPATITIS B VIRUS (HBV), OR HEPATITIS C VIRUS (HCV):**

**DISINFECTANT/CLEANER DIRECTIONS:**
- Apply a 1-2 oz. per gallon use-solution to exposed surfaces. After thorough wetting of surfaces, allow to remain wet for 10 minutes. Wipe thoroughly with a cloth, mop, brush, sponge or sprayer. Allow to remain wet for an additional 10 minutes. Wipe and flush.

**HIV-1 (AIDS virus)**
- This product is an economical concentrate that is effective against a broad spectrum of bacteria, is virucidal* (including HIV-1, the AIDS virus), is effective against fungi (including Trichophyton mentagrophytes, the athlete’s foot fungus) and is effective against Trichophyton violaceum, a dermatophyte fungus.

**Herpes Simplex Virus Type 1 and 2**
- This product is an economical concentrate that is effective against a broad spectrum of bacteria, is virucidal* (including Herpes Simplex Virus types 1 and 2), and is effective against fungi (including Trichophyton mentagrophytes, the athlete’s foot fungus).

**Hepatitis B Virus (HBV)**
- This product is an economical concentrate that is effective against a broad spectrum of bacteria, is virucidal* (including Hepatitis B virus (HBV)), and is effective against fungi (including Trichophyton mentagrophytes, the athlete’s foot fungus).

**Hepatitis C Virus (HCV)**
- This product is an economical concentrate that is effective against a broad spectrum of bacteria, is virucidal* (including Hepatitis C virus (HCV)), and is effective against fungi (including Trichophyton mentagrophytes, the athlete’s foot fungus).

**REACTIVATION/STORAGE:**
- This product must be stored in a manner consistent with its labeling. It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.

**DISPOSAL OF INFECTIOUS MATERIAL:**
- Blood, body fluids, secretion/secretions or excretions contaminated with blood or body fluids, and in which the surfaces/objects are likely to be soiled with blood or body fluids, and in which the likelihood of soiling of inanimate surfaces/objects associated with the potential for transmission of Human Immunodeficiency Virus, Hepatitis B virus (HBV), and Hepatitis C virus (HCV) is present, must be decontaminated.

**SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR CLEANING AND DISINFECTING ENVIRONMENTAL SURFACES/OBJECTS ASSOCIATED WITH THE POTENTIAL FOR TRANSMISSION OF HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS (HIV), HEPATITIS B VIRUS (HBV), OR HEPATITIS C VIRUS (HCV):**

**DISINFECTANT/CLEANER DIRECTIONS:**
- Apply a 1-2 oz. per gallon use-solution to exposed surfaces. After thorough wetting of surfaces, allow to remain wet for 10 minutes. Wipe thoroughly with a cloth, mop, brush, sponge or sprayer. Allow to remain wet for an additional 10 minutes. Wipe and flush.

**HIV-1 (AIDS virus)**
- This product is an economical concentrate that is effective against a broad spectrum of bacteria, is virucidal* (including HIV-1, the AIDS virus), is effective against fungi (including Trichophyton mentagrophytes, the athlete’s foot fungus) and is effective against Trichophyton violaceum, a dermatophyte fungus.

**Herpes Simplex Virus Type 1 and 2**
- This product is an economical concentrate that is effective against a broad spectrum of bacteria, is virucidal* (including Herpes Simplex Virus types 1 and 2), and is effective against fungi (including Trichophyton mentagrophytes, the athlete’s foot fungus).

**Hepatitis B Virus (HBV)**
- This product is an economical concentrate that is effective against a broad spectrum of bacteria, is virucidal* (including Hepatitis B virus (HBV)), and is effective against fungi (including Trichophyton mentagrophytes, the athlete’s foot fungus).

**Hepatitis C Virus (HCV)**
- This product is an economical concentrate that is effective against a broad spectrum of bacteria, is virucidal* (including Hepatitis C virus (HCV)), and is effective against fungi (including Trichophyton mentagrophytes, the athlete’s foot fungus).

**REACTIVATION/STORAGE:**
- This product must be stored in a manner consistent with its labeling. It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.

**DISPOSAL OF INFECTIOUS MATERIAL:**
- Blood, body fluids, secretion/secretions or excretions contaminated with blood or body fluids, and in which the surfaces/objects are likely to be soiled with blood or body fluids, and in which the likelihood of soiling of inanimate surfaces/objects associated with the potential for transmission of Human Immunodeficiency Virus, Hepatitis B virus (HBV), and Hepatitis C virus (HCV) is present, must be decontaminated.

**SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR CLEANING AND DISINFECTING ENVIRONMENTAL SURFACES/OBJECTS ASSOCIATED WITH THE POTENTIAL FOR TRANSMISSION OF HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS (HIV), HEPATITIS B VIRUS (HBV), OR HEPATITIS C VIRUS (HCV):**

**DISINFECTANT/CLEANER DIRECTIONS:**
- Apply a 1-2 oz. per gallon use-solution to exposed surfaces. After thorough wetting of surfaces, allow to remain wet for 10 minutes. Wipe thoroughly with a cloth, mop, brush, sponge or sprayer. Allow to remain wet for an additional 10 minutes. Wipe and flush.
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For Further Information:
(973) 396-5700

In case of emergency, contact: 800-359-2332

For further information please contact: 1-800-558-2332

Questions? Comments: 1-800-558-2332

WEB 15.25"